BIGDBIZ
SOLUTIONS
WELCOMES YOU ALL

“

Bigdbiz is one of the reputed
Software and App development
company. Over past 8 years we are
providing uninterrupted and high
valued software and app services.
Bigdbiz helps customers to do
business better by leveraging our
industry-wide domain expertise,
technology expertise and to develop
leading edge software solution.
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1

TEXTILE
PRODUCTION
MANAGEMENT
SOFTWARE

Preface
Bigdbiz

Textile ERP Software is the best ERP Garment Software for the
textile and apparel sector.
It

has the precise capability needed to handle your most urgent
technical and business requirements.
Includes

all of the necessary components for producing spinning,
weaving, warping, and grey cloth.
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Textile Industry Challenges
Textile sector faces numerous difficulties in managing costs, controlling
inventories, and meeting client demand.
 Integration

 Management of Inventories

 From One to Many

 Quick delivery

 Traceability

 Reporting

Automated Textile ERP software can provide improved visibility and
insights into core business activities. Bigdbiz is the best ERP for the
textile and garment sector
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Benefits


Targeted IT Costs



General Perception



versatile modularity  Improvements to



reduces lead time

Collaboration and



superior processing

Workflows



Improvement of Security



Sources and Data Quality

Regulatory
Compliance Made
Simple



more effective supply
chain management

efficiency customer  Regular Business Processes Outstanding

service



supports both the buying

Scalability

and the production cycles  Planning and reporting
improvements
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Features
 Reasons for Track Fabric Damage / Width Shortage
 Alert for Low Stock (Raw Material) via SMS or email
 Track the Stage or Current Status of a "Lot“
 Increase your profit and efficiency growth while decreasing labor costs and

paper work
 Multiple branch/unit support
 Can reduce production and fabric waste
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Roles - Production
Administrator
The administrator can be
Director/General Manager.
Oversee Fabric Purchase Order
and Actual Received.
Make Purchase.
Track the LOT details and find out
the state where the lot is.
Check Account details and Set
roles for each employee based on
the work nature and screen visibility.

Employee – Based on each process

▸ Based on the fabric purchase, each
employee based on the process and
meant to track the LOT.
 Cutting Process

 Stitching Process
 Kaja Process
 Trimming/Washing Process
 Ironing/Dispatch Process
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Roles - Trading / Sales (Wholesale/Retail) Unit
Administrator

Billing Employee

The administrator has full rights to
access the master settings where the
Category/Brand can be added, Product,
Bank, Group, Contact details, Expenses and
ledger can be set.

▸ Admin has rights to set screen

The administrator can also retain
inventory details, make DC for purchase,
Purchase, Return etc. Stock details like,
Opening, Closing, Damage& Adjust stocks.

visibility of this employee. So that
billing employee can make purchase,
sales, payment, receipt, outstanding

etc.
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Our process is easy
Production Module
Master

Process

Accounts

Admin

MIS
Reports

Trading Module
Master

Inventory

Accounts

MIS
Reports
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Demo Video Links
▸ Bigdbiz Apparel ERP - Production Software - Complete process flow:

https://youtu.be/rg4RBJSF4Gk
▸ Bigdbiz Textile Apparel ERP- Knitted garments manufacturing software weight based: https://youtu.be/da9Y3mj33Bw
▸ Problems and Solutions in Textile industry - garments, apparel- via ERP textile
software: https://youtu.be/puupDaCDyeM
▸ How to retain your customers - bigdbiz textile ERP - sampling and costing
modules uses: https://youtu.be/zB-oZiDpdQw
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Screenshot - Login Page
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Screenshot - Dashboard
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Screenshot - Sampling &
Costing window
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Screenshot - Purchase Order
Window
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Screenshot - Cutting Process
window
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Testimonials – Jasmine Towels Pvt Ltd
Jasmine Towels is a reliable name for textile exports and has built a clientele in country like the USA. They
have two state-of-art factories located at Madurai and Sivagangai. The foundation for the start of Jasmine
Towel was laid way back in 1998.
Business Challenge

Even with a strong and reliable crew
surrounding them, they were using
separate softwares to manage each
individual process, some of which were
stand-alone systems and maintaining
the report is complicated. So tracking of
workers and work process were
complicated. Their productivity needed
to be raised, and waste had to be
reduced.

Solution

Bigdbiz developed them tailor made
software that helped to track all the
production process in same system and
manage all day-to-day activities. The
ERP supports third party tool
integrations. They use our software
effectively over 2 years and achieve
productivity
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Testimonials – Affordable Exports
Since 1986, Affordable Exports located at New Delhi has consistently represented and delivered quality
garments and apparel. The brand's core values are effortless style, sincerity, and affordability. The tagline of
the business, "Designed to Design Fashion for You," reflects its conscious, modern, and focused approach.
Business Challenge

Solution

They struggled to integrate the newest
technology with an outdated system to
improve overall performance, making it
difficult for them to access their order
process details, reports and alert
messages to customers about order
process data

Bigdbiz Apparel has created a mobile
app that gives them access to an apparel
production management system that
includes vendor ordering system, an
admin app (available for both Android
and iOS), and the ability to track process
specifics. The software was created
from scratch and modified based on
their needs.
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Testimonials – PT Gokak
Gokak spun yarn exports go to about 25 different countries worldwide. They uses its 65,000 ring spindles and
1320 open end rotors to create a variety of spun and open-end yarns. The name Gokak comes from the main
firm's headquarters in Southern India.
Business Challenge

The workforce at PT Gokak Indonesia
struggled with incorrect data inputs via
manual method, and tracking the "LOT"
was a laborious process. The company
employs its 65,000 ring spindles and
1320 open end rotors to produce a mix of
spun and open-end yarns. Their
productivity needed to be raised, and
waste had to be reduced.

Solution

An automated weight tracking system
with a barcode was offered by Bigdbiz.
This has led to an improvement in
manufacturing efficiency, cost savings
and on-time delivery. The company has
also been able to track the work process
and reduce wastage through the app's
tracking feature.
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Testimonials – JP Exports
JP Exports, a prominent ready-made retailer in Chennai, is located in Washermenpet. They market the shirts
and pants they produce on-site. They promote other apparel brands in addition to selling their own
merchandise at other stores.
Business Challenge

The production of fabric and garments is
done manually using a number of lengthy
processes in the textile industry. As a
result, they are unable to oversee the
working process and have difficulties
with productivity, inventory control,
accounting, damage, theft, and internet
marketing. They are unable to keep track
of the liabilities for current stock and
unpaid bills.

Solution

Bigdbiz has provided them with an
Apparel Production Management System
with B2B support to track process
details. They found our software to be
helpful in tracking inventory and
processes for both internal operations
and contract workers. Integration of the
full production management,
accounting, barcode, and e-commerce
package
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For Free Demo
Call / Whatsapp : 9123 515 998
Visit our webpage : www.bigdbiz.com
No: 37, Sarvacenter Ist Floor,
Madakulam Main Road,
Palanganatham,
Madurai,
Tamilnadu – 625 003
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THANKS!
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